Beyond Transportation: How to Keep Users Attached When They Are Neither Driving nor Owning Automated Cars?
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Abstract
The way drivers relate to cars is likely bound to change with the rise of automated vehicles and new ownership models. However, personal relationships towards products are an important part of buying decisions. Car manufacturers thus need to provide novel bonding experiences for their future customers in order to stay competitive. We introduce a vehicle attachment model based on related work from other domains. In interviews with 16 car owners we verify the approach as promising and derive four attachment types by applying the model: interviewees’ personal attachments were grounded on either self-empowering reasons, memories with the car, increased status, or a loving friendship towards their car. We propose how to address the needs of these four attachment types as a first step towards emotionally irreplaceable automated and shared vehicles.
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Introduction
Many people have a relationship and feel attached to their cars [1, 3]. However, since recent forecasts see a potential
satiation for privately owned cars in developed countries [8, 15], this relationship is likely to change with the advent of car sharing and automated cars. In order to defend their place in this new economy, car manufacturers will have to focus on ways to ensure customer’s loyalty to their vehicles because the decision to use a car will then be made daily and more spontaneously. Furthermore, attachment leads to positive emotions towards products and vice versa [14]. Thus, fostering attachment to a vehicle is important to maintain an enthusiastic consumer acceptance and willingness to pay, which are regarded as crucial starting criteria for automated driving systems (ADS) [8]. Emotional attachment is accomplished by a strong person-to-product relationship [6], e.g., by stimulating memories with the product. As a result, a crucial precondition for a long-lasting relationship can be achieved: a feeling of irreplaceability towards the product and a more hedonistic than utilitarian user experience (UX) [4, 11]. While previous research primarily focused on brand [1, 6] or general product attachment [5, 14], there is still little known about other causes for attachment to vehicles beyond brands.

As a fist step in the process, this paper aims to derive design recommendations for emotional attachment to highly automated (SAE L4/5) and shared vehicles from current attachment patterns (SAE L0/1/2). To improve the understanding of causes and consequences of attachment to vehicles we conducted semi-structured interviews using a guideline derived from a vehicle attachment model (adapted from [7]). Based on our findings we introduce attachment types, which help to inspire the design process for future ADS concepts.

**Vehicle Attachment Model**

To understand the concept of vehicle attachment, we build on the conceptual mobile attachment model of Meschtscherjakov et al. [7]. They explain users’ relationship to smart-phones by describing causes, general influencing factors, and consequences. We try to transfer this concept to vehicle attachment by assuming similar emotions and behavior (Figure 1). Attachment to vehicles emerges when users perceive the car as part of their self-concept. The first possibility for a vehicle-self linkage route is called self-empowerment and refers to the utilitarian advantage, i.e., a product helps users to achieve a certain goal. Vehicles can self-enrich users and represent a symbolic meaning of the past, private, public, or collective self, e.g., recalling memories or status symbol. Pettersson [13] identified similar effects for ADS. Participants were proud to be early adopters of an advanced high-tech life. Self-gratification concern hedonic attributes such as the individual perception of a product’s aesthetics. Further influencing factors for attachment include the users (e.g., personality), the environment (e.g., advertisement) and the vehicle with its unique design and functions. Attachment results in the investment of limited (e.g., time and money for maintenance) and self-image resources (e.g., defending the own car against criticism), and in behavioral (e.g., proximity maintenance [16]) and emotional responses (e.g., feeling of vehicle’s irreplaceability).

To examine whether our assumption of a vehicle attachment model accords with current vehicle attachment patterns and to discuss consequences for ADS, we derived an interview guideline from the described elements of the conceptual model for a semi-structured interview study (e.g., for self-enrichment we asked, “What do you think, which mark do you leave with your vehicle on others?”). The study setup can be found in the side column on the following page.

**Attachment Types**

To identify causes and consequences of attachment to vehicles, we compared and contrasted responses from highly
Methods: Product Attachment Scale (PAS) to collect participants’ vehicle attachment [10] and semi-structured interviews (guide is based on the vehicle attachment model)

Participants: In total, 16 people participated in our study (7 female) aged between 20 and 79 (M=31.69, SD=15.03). All of them owned a vehicle, 73% owned a used car, 20% had a new car, only one participant leased her car. Based on PAS, 37.5% (n=6) showed high attachment (>5), 43.8% (n=7) medium (<5 and >=3) and only 18.8% (n=3) low attachment (<3).

Data Analysis: All sessions were audio recorded. For a content analysis, participants’ narratives were transcribed and translated from German, sorted and categorized by using affinity diagrams in an interactive session by the first three authors. Participants’ demographic information and attachment was used for data analysis and type development.

attached interviewees with participants who had medium and low attachment scores. We categorized these causes based on Meschtscherjakov et al’s model [7] and identified four different types of attachment based on interviewee’s explanations (Figure 2):

Self-empowering attachment type: [7] argued that mobile attachment can occur when users feel empowered to achieve goals due to the device’s utility. We found that all interviewees stressed the utility of their cars and its main function to take its owner from A to B regardless of their attachment. However, for the self-empowering type, the vehicle is not only useful but empowers her because she is to fulfill her needs, e.g. transporting a dog or elderly being mobile in the countryside. This description corresponds to Belk’s findings [2] that possessions can extend the self by allowing their owner to do things they would be incapable of without. Hence, although this type is emotionally attached to the car, they indicate comparatively less consequences of attachment. E.g., this type is neither necessarily very convinced of the car nor bound to a specific brand (“I’m emotionally attached to this car but somehow not to the brand.” [P15]). The car is also easily replaceable by other vehicles since owning a car in the first place is most important. This type only personalizes their car if it is necessary to fulfill their specific needs.

Memory attachment type: The importance of symbolism for attachment to objects was stressed in previous research [2, 7, 9, 12, 17]. One possibility for this symbolism is enriching the self by representing past memories [7]. In our interviews, we could identify this memory attachment type. For this type, the attachment to the car is not based on the monetary value of the car or enthusiasm for the brand. Instead, this type associates personal and emotional memories with the vehicle, e.g. using the car to go on holidays or to move to another city. Consequently, this type shows particularly cognitive and emotional responses as indicators of attachment. Due to the associated memories, the car is not easily replaceable for this type (“And now I’m sad that my studies are over and my car is broken at the same time and I’d really like to […] keep it although it’s nonsense from a rational point of view.” [P16]). Although this type does not regard her vehicle to be the best available option, they might be thrilled about a specific feature which complements the owner’s need (“My car is like me […] motivated, persistent, doing a good job, and loyal.” [P16]). In contrast, this type shows less behavioral responses and investment of resources, e.g. although the car is not replaceable, the owner would not necessarily buy the same brand or model again.

Status attachment type: Apart from representing the owner’s past self, objects can also enrich the private or public self [7]. In our interviews, these two symbolic meanings overlapped for attachment to vehicles, which we called the status attachment type. However, it is possible that these two attachment causes can be differentiated when investigating a bigger sample. This type assumes that her car gives an impression of its owner’s positive characteristics (“[Others think] that I’m a cool sporty guy.” [P9]). The quality of the car and the brand are important for this type. Moreover, they expect to have advantages due to their car (“The car allowed me to do things which others couldn’t.” [P12] / “I can tell that it attracts attention and people are looking” [P9]). This type’s attachment is particularly manifested by the investment of self-image resources and behavioral responses. They would not accept criticism and totally recommend their car to others. To increase comfort and luxury, they have often personalized their car to their specific needs. Since they are convinced of their cars, they would tend to buy a similar model again (“I would probably buy the same model but the newer one.” [P12]) but they do not have any difficulties to replace their car with a newer model (low emotional responses).
Friendship attachment type: This type showed a very strong emotional attachment, which is based on gratification through pleasure and enjoyment [7, 9, 14]. This enjoyment is expressed by strong enthusiasm about the car (“I’m in love with my car [...] I’d totally recommend it because it [...] has a character, it’s not a standard car.” [P10]). Additionally, this type describes her car in an emotional way and attributes human characteristics to it. However, the attachment is based on a preference for specific features of the car and not necessarily due to the price or status of the car. Also the car is particularly fitting to the owner (“I have a typical woman’s car because I’m a typical woman.” [P10]). Several attachment consequences can be observed, for example the investment of limited resources to keep the car clean and personalize it to its owner’s needs (behavioral responses). This type also shows emotional responses, for example the car is unique for the owner (“[My car] cannot be replaced at all, it’s my companion.” [P10]).

Discussion and Future Work
The interviews contributed to an initial understanding of current vehicle attachment. We use these findings to suggest ideas how the different attachment types can be addressed by mobility service providers when personally driving and owning a car will be the exception.

Since utility ranks first for the self-empowering type, automated and shared cars can still satisfy her needs. However, manufacturers might have difficulties to maintain them as customers due to a lack of brand attachment. To address this type, reliable and trustworthy availability of vehicles is of highest importance [7]. Attachment due to memories is likely to decrease in shared cars. However, the memory type’s attachment could be fostered by automatically showing users pictures of past adventures or reminding them of previous trips with the car. Another possibility could be to personalize the car so that the user always gets the impression of a “personal car”. The status type might have difficulties to identify with an automated car since attributes like sporty or powerful apply less without driving by themselves. To overcome this obstacle different driving styles and individualization to stand out should be integrated [7]. Having the opportunity to use new and varied models of shared cars could satisfy this type’s needs. However, we recommend that car manufacturers offer luxury and comfort car sharing to maintain status differences, similar to different airline’s offerings [7]. The friendship type could profit from virtual assistants which allow for personal interaction and could enable deeper emotional relationships by showing personality. If cars are not personally owned anymore, this type’s attachment could decrease due to the loss of a one-to-one relationship. To maintain attachment, this type could benefit from personalization, which is conveyed between the cars they use.

The retrieved types are not mutually exclusive but there might be overlaps between different causes. A bigger and more diverse sample is necessary to validate the derived types and to get a more in-depth understanding of vehicle attachment and its difference to other products and modes of transportation attachment. A bigger sample could also provide insight into relationships between individual differences and attachment, e.g. regarding age or driving experience. Furthermore, the effect of culture on vehicle attachment has to be investigated in future studies. Our future work aims to evaluate the presented service ideas for ADS and their effects on user experience and acceptance.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we suggest that among other user-centered factors, attachment to vehicles plays an important role when designing for future ADSs. They are a first step to help designers understand users’ motivations, to develop valid personas and create to future concepts for vehicle attachment.
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